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Soldering in Three Dimensions: An Introduction to Soldering Fixtures. 
 
Overview: 
 
This workshop is usually two days long, but could be shortened to three or 
condensed to one. The main difference is how much work the students will get to 
do. I feel that actually trying the techniques out is essential, so that unforeseen 
individual difficulties may be addressed. Also, I believe students remember much 
more of what they learn when they try it out right away. 
 
I start with an introduction to the processes and jig-making techniques that I 
employ, then assign the students a simple ring project. The second day I 
introduce more techniques using a second project as an example, but if students 
have their own project ideas I can help them individually to create jigs that suit 
their purposes. If they don’t have a project of their own, I assign fabricating a 
cube shaped pendant from wire, or, if a cube seems too hard, a sphere. We wrap 
it up at the end by discussing what we learned.  
 

• Introductions 

• Overview of workshop goals and curriculum, discussion of student’s skill 
level 

• The advantages of round over square wire. 
 1. Nice strong solder fillet. 
 2. Less cleanup. 
 3. Inaccuracies and depleted areas from soldering are less apparent. 

• The advantages of overlapping seams: 
  1. awareness of separateness of elements, therefore also of process. 

 2. greater strength. 
 3. previous wires act as supporting elements for new wires. 
 4. greater visual interest. 
 5. disadvantage: pokey wires that snag on fabrics. 

• Important things to keep in mind: 
 1. In geometric work, accuracy of angle and placement are important. 
 2. Inaccuracy increases and becomes more apparent with complexity. 

  3. Clean as you go (but not always). 
  4. Keep an eye out for warpage. 

 5. There are usually several ways to do things, but there is almost 
always one way that has superior results. One of the main factors affecting 
this is which method is likely to be more accurate. 
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• Introduction to soldering supports/ jigs 
  1. solderite 
  2. silquar 
  3. pieces of sheet or wire 
  4. third hands 

• Measuring, cutting, and straightening of lengths of wires 
  1. Straightening with tongs and a vice 
 2. Using slide calipers or dividers with a Sharpie to mark the wire 
 3. Cutting and filing to exact length, checking with calipers 
 4. Straightening wire using a mallet and bench block 

• Making jump rings or hoops 
  1. winding on tubing jig 
  2. using the Pepe jump ring machine 
  3. stretching and flattening 

• Shaping solderite 
  1. cutting (designated blade) 
  2. sanding and checking with calipers and square 
 

• First project: Making a ring or barrel 
  1. finding the cardinal points on a circle 
  2. grooving with a saw and file, four on one, one on the other 
  3. setting up with blocks for soldering 
  4. soldering 
 

• Work time for first project 
 

• Evaluation of work, questions 
 

• Second project: Making a square or rectangle 
  1. making a grid: grooving solderite vs. using pieces of sheet material 
  2. determining lengths of wires 
  3. Identifying corresponding corners 
  4. cleanup 
  5. sanding ends for alignment 
  6. cutting additional wires 
  7. solder setup for attaching decks 
  8. soldering first pieces 
  9. grooving for additional pieces 
 

• Alternative second project: Making a sphere 
 

 


